After publication of this article \[[@pone.0220600.ref001]\], concerns were raised about similarities between the following bands in the western blot panels shown in Figs 2, 3, and 4:

-   Fig 2B MCP-1 lanes 1, 2 and Fig 3D (left panel) MCP-1 lanes 1, 2

-   Fig 2B MCP-1 lane 3 and Fig 3B MCP-1 lane 4

-   Fig 2B GAPDH lane 1, Fig 3B GAPDH lane 5, and Fig 3D (left panel) GAPDH lane 4

-   Fig 2B GAPDH lane 2, Fig 3B GAPDH lane 2, Fig 3D (left panel) GAPDH lane 2, and Fig 4C GAPDH lane 1

-   Fig 3B GAPDH lane 3 and Fig 4C GAPDH lane 2

-   Fig 3B GAPDH lane 4, Fig 3D (left panel) GAPDH lane 3, and Fig 4C GAPDH lane 4

-   Fig 3B, GAPDH lane 6, Fig 3D (left panel) GAPDH lane 1, and Fig 4C GAPDH lane 3

The authors provided some replication data in support of the results, but the original uncropped images underlying the published figures are no longer available.

In light of these unresolved concerns, the authors and *PLOS ONE* Editors retract this article.

All authors agreed with the retraction.
